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• We remind you that daily news are available everyday on Automobile Club de 
Monaco’s official website (www.acm.mc) and on Twitter (@ACM _Media). The 
app ACM Live is also available on Apple Store and Google Play.Awards Ceremony 

Final Ranking

This daily news is available on www.acm.mc and 

Download the app ACM Live onon        (iOS) or on

@ACM_Media

(Android)

Final Leg 

Daniele Perfetti and Ronnie Kessel, behind the wheel of their Berlinette Alpine 
A110 1600 S, win the XIX edition of Rallye Monte-Carlo Historique.
 The final leg was up to its reputation… After the 100 kilometres of the regularity 
tests last night, it’s a discrete but steady crew who got on the first step of the 
podium in the Principality of Monaco.

Since the very first kilometres of the Regularity Test number 1 (Sospel / Moulinet / 
Col de Turini / La Bollène – 52.81 km) we knew it was going to be a rough night. 
The leading crew for the last five regularity tests Mozzi / Biacca and their followers 
Hasler / Blondeau had the same number of points and the lead of the race 
remained unchanged with a 26 points gap between them. However, behind them, 
the gap reduced with a regularity test victory for the crew of Durand / Chol, 2nd 
last year and a second position for Aghen’s and Cumino’s Lancia Fulvia that 
enabled them to take the third position in the general classification (as in 2002).

In the second and last regularity test (Lantosque / Coaraze – 47.22 km), the thick 
fog cost their place to the Lancia crew, leading so far. Their tyre choice was 
completely inadequate and they ended this stage at the 158th position, 92th in 
general classification. Hasler, 14th, contained the damages and had a glimpse of 
his victory. But he didn’t count on the strength of a crew that, thanks to their 4th 
position in this stage, managed to jump on the highest step of the podium. Daniele 
Perfetti and Ronnie Kessel therefore enabled an Alpine-Renault A110 to win for 
the second time Rallye Monte-Carlo Historique, two years after the Monégasque 
Gérard Brianti’s victory, at the time sided by… Sébastien Chol.

For the anecdote, we’ll note that the last Regularity Test was won by Sébastien 
Chardonnet / Christian Van Hecke, followed by Raymond Durand / Sébastien 
Chol. 

On the final podium, just 
behind the winners, stands the 
Opel Kadett GT/E driven by 
Jean-Luc Hasler and Sylvain 
Blondeau.

The Opel outstrips the Italians 
Gianmaria Aghem and Diego 
Cumino and their Lancia Fulvia 
Coupé 1200.
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Final Ranking

The curtain comes down tonight on this XIX edition of Rallye Monte-Carlo Historique, marked by unusual 
road conditions: entirely dry roads with no snow.

It should be noted that during the eight days of race, with fourteen regularity tests, nineteen crews won at 
least one regularity test. All along, we have seen seven different leaders. The winner of the Rally won the 
very last sector.

All the crews and officials gathered at 8:30 p.m. in Salle des Etoiles of Sporting Monte-Carlo for the 
Closing Dinner and the Awards Ceremony.

First Monégasque crew They could have won!
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